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Traffic Notes

Welcome!

Well, it’s taken us nearly three months to get this issue released, but it’s finally here! Yes, after
a summer break, Tramways Monthly, the free online e-magazine, is back - well, that’s if you
don’t count our totallyTransport Supplement that was released a couple of weeks ago!
Several unforeseen and unexpected circumstances - coupled with planned staff holidays
- unfortunately made it near-impossible to release the July and August editions as planned,
and so regretfully we have had to make the decision to combine the two editions to create
a ‘bumper’ Summer 2010 edition, covering all of the largest news stories from June and July,
in addition to the normal mix of features and pictorials. As part of this plan we have, unfortunately, had to omit a number of smaller and out-of-date news items, however all of these
can still be read on the news pages of our website at www.tramways-monthly.com.
But what has made the cut? We’ve had a real catch-up month this time round, with coverage of a number of things that we’ve been keeping on the back-burner for a while. Of most
interest are pictorials on the Crich Enthusiasts’ Tram Event (Have a look on the right for a few
photos of me in action - from top to bottom; guarding Sheffield 330 and ‘driving’ Blackpool
166) and the transformation of Balloon 703 into Sunderland 101, as well as it’s farewell trip at
the start of June. We also conclude our coverage of the Crich Town End track replacement
project that we first took a look at back in Issue 11 in December 2009. The project has now
reached it’s conclusion and the new track is in regular use once again, as the start of the
tram journey for visitors to the Museum. If that’s not enough we’ve also got the first part of a
semi-regular feature on the trams of the Netherlands.

▲ Sheffield 330 operated demonstration runs throughout the event.
You can just see me on the back platform on one of the first of the day!
Jason Cross
▼ Fun and games ensued in the afternoon when it was discovered that
Blackpool 166 just wouldn’t fit in Depot V. After retiring for tea and moving Prague 180 out of the way, it eventually fitted in Depot VI. Here you
can see me on the brakes as Postman Pat pulls it out of the main depot.
Tony Waddington

In other news, last time round we alluded to a very exciting and important announcement
regarding one of Britain’s lesser-known tram restoration projects, that of Brighton tram 53,
which is being carried out by the Brighton Tram 53 Society. You may now be aware that
the Society has now acquired a second tramcar, which has moved to the location where
Brighton 53 is kept. The tram in question is Graz 225, formerly at the Summerlee Museum in
Scotland, which had been out of use for several years due to problems with it’s roof. Despite this, however, the tram is still largely intact, and it is hoped that the tram will be a useful
source of spare parts for Brighton 53. More on this story can be read on page 4, and we
hope to keep readers updated on the progress on both of these cars.
Enjoy the magazine!

Jack Gordon
Jack Gordon - 16/09/10
editor@tramways-monthly.com
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Balloon 716 leaves Blackpool
Another withdrawn Blackpool tram
set off for pastures new over the
summer, in a move that came
completely out of the blue for most
people. Indeed, we at Tramways
Monthly not only had no idea that
another tram move was imminent,
but had no idea who had even purchased the tram in question!
Blackpool Balloon car 716 was
loaded on the morning of the 2nd
July onto a low loader provided by
Scott’s Heavy Haulage on Blundell
Street, and departed just before
midday. It duly arrived at Perth on
the morning of Sunday 4th July,
when it caused quite a stir; its arrival co-incided with a nearby car

▲&▲►A selection of views showing the loading process of Balloon 716. Scott Moore
► Balloon 716 after arrival at it’s new home.
Chaz Stephenson
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boot sale, which resulted in many
shocked onlookers (maybe they
thought 716 was one of the items
being sold!?). The tram has moved
to Perth after reportedly being sold
to Ptarmigan Transport Solutions,
who are a company specialising
in providing training opportunities
within the transport industry - however we have also received information which suggests that plans
may be afoot to use the tram as a
restaurant, with a prominent local
businessman reportedly behind the
scheme. For now, however, the car
is on static in front of an industrial
warehouse, and we will hopefully
hear plenty more about 716’s fate in
the months ahead, and any infor-

Latest News
mation we receive will of course be
shared with our readers.
Car 716 last ran in 2003 and has
been stored out of service in a partially stripped condition since having
donated various parts to the 717
project. In order to protect the tram,
which is missing several windows and
a few other bits, it was covered with
a large green sheet. 716 was previously earmarked for Farmer Parr’s
Animal World, but the company
have apparently switched their interest to ‘their’ advert tram, Centenary
car 644 instead, and 716 has been
re-sold. It is the third Balloon car to
leave Blackpool this year, following
cars 712 and 702. AW/JG

New home for Graz 225
Hot on the heels of 716, came
another tram move which
utilised the same lorry as that
which took the Balloon car to
Perth.

parts were removed from the
car, including a resistance box
mounted on its roof, to enable it
to pass under a low bridge on its
way out of Summerlee.

At approximately 10:30am on
Monday 5th July, Graz 225 left
its old home at the Summerlee
Industrial Museum, after being
donated to the Tram 53 Society.
The car has been moved to a
secret location where it is intended that it will be stripped of various useful parts, which will then
be used to assist with the restoration of Brighton 53. No plans exist
to restore the Graz car, although
it is hoped that the body may
be used by Society members
as a mess room in the future!
Prior to 225’s departure, various

After leaving the Summerlee
Industrial Museum in Scotland
on the morning of Monday 5th
July, Graz 225 finally arrived at
its new home two days later, on
Wednesday 7th July. The car
was then unloaded outside by
the dedicated team from Scott’s
Heavy Haulage who carried out
the move, with supervision from
members of the Tram 53 Society.
A feature on the tram and it’s
move from Scotland to Sussex
will be included in Issue 19 of the
magazine. AW/JG
Issue 18 — Summer 2010

Latest News

Summer service commences in Blackpool
Monday 26th July marked another small milestone
for the Blackpool tramway, as the line finally reopened between Cleveleys and Fisherman's Walk
(Ash Street) Fleetwood. This section had of course
been the victim of an enforced closure due to the
theft of overhead wires, but all wires have now
been replaced along with various damaged traction poles. The re-opening also co-incided with a
belated start for the brand new summer timetable
which has thrown up a few interesting quirks. Millennium car 724 had the honour of starting the new
service, and duly became the first tram to operate
to Fleetwood with passengers on board since last
November!

As has become familiar in past summers, a twentyminute service from end to end (currently Pleasure
Beach to Fisherman's Walk because of the ongoing
tramway upgrade work) alternates with a twenty
minute intermediate service, giving a ten-minute
headway along the promenade. However, the
Cleveleys service has been extended to Thornton
Gate this year - a rather unusual location for trams
to turn on a regular basis! This is thought to have
been introduced to avoid congestion at Cleveleys
square, and also to enable Twin cars to run on these
routes; these trams cannot reverse at Cleveleys
without an inspector present to supervise, as one
car has to block the nearby road crossing to clear
the points so it can reverse there.

meaning some very slow tram journeys seem inevitable this season despite the desire to cut journey
times and massive expenditure on track renewal in
recent years.
Perhaps surprisingly, Blackpool Transport have opted
to use three-crew trams on all timetabled journeys.
The new service requires six trams daily for the Fisherman's Walk service with a further five for the Thornton Gate journeys. As only nine serviceable doubledeckers are fitted with transponders, this means that
at least two Twin sets are booked to run daily this
summer, with routes 2 & 5 scheduled for these trams
as they run in early. However, following a fault with
Set 2's doors on 24th July, no Twin cars were used on
the first day of the new service, and so Centenary
cars 646 & 647 both ran on service instead, with
two guards on board - what a waste of resources!
Thankfully normal service commenced on Tuesday
27th, with 672+682 on Route 2 and 675+685 working Route 5, appropriately enough. 671+681 and
673+683 are expected to join the fun imminently as
otherwise there would be no spare cars available
for the timetabled duties, and we understand that
both sets are being commissioned ready for use at
present. AW

▲ Coronations 304 & 660 line up outside Rigby Road
depot. Scott Moore
▼ Balloon 723 loads at Ash Street. Scott Moore
▼◄ Twin Set 2 prepares to head back to Pleasure Beach
whilst working Thornton Gate services. Chris Rowe

To further complicate matters, the service frequency reduces in the evenings with trams to Fisherman's
Walk every half hour, and a half hourly service
between Pleasure Beach and Bispham, allowing
four of the service trams to return to depot in the
early evening. Some journeys are reportedly allowing almost half an hour of stack time at Bispham;
surely the service could be extended to either Little
Bispham or Cleveleys to better utilise the platform
staff? It is also a shame to note that the running
times for the trams have actually been extended,
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Manchester 765 runs in
Blackpool - at last!

It's the news we've all been waiting for Manchester 765 has finally ventured onto
Blackpool promenade! The tram arrived
at the seaside town from Heaton Park on
June 15th, but had spent most of the time
since then sat in the depot gathering dust.
However, the time finally came for 765 to
be put into action on Thursday 5th August
when it operated a crew training run during
the afternoon. The tram reportedly ran from
the depot to Bispham and back with various
people in hi-vis jackets on board. This was its
first outing on the promenade for almost 22
years; the tram previously visited between
1985 and 1988.
Now that 765 has finally made it out of the
depot, let us hope that it won't be too long
to wait before this wonderful tram enters
passenger service on the Blackpool tramway - the first of an expected eight preserved trams to come on loan from various
museums for the 125th anniversary celebrations in the autumn. AW

Little Bispham signals are go!

The first of the new automatic traffic signals being
installed along the Blackpool & Fleetwood tramway,
as part of the ongoing system upgrade, has now been
brought into use. This forms part of a revised road crossing just south of the Little Bispham loop. The first recorded use of this new device occurred on Thursday 8th July,
marking another small but significant piece of tramway
history.
This means that only trams that have transponders fitted are now able to operate north of Bispham, as only
they are capable of activating the new signals. The
idea is that a tram fitted with transponders can trigger
the signals to stop road vehicles from crossing over the
tramway, allowing the tram to continue straight on. Ultimately it is planned that trams will be given priority at all
road/rail crossing points by 2012, which should speed up
journey times and help to make the tram service more
efficient.
Unfortunately as only trams that have low-voltage
equipment have been transponder-fitted, this will
severely limit the selection of cars able to travel past
Bispham, and means that the many visiting trams expected in Blackpool this year will almost certainly only
be allowed to run between Pleasure Beach & Bispham.
However, a few interesting trams can still use the whole
route - as part of its overhaul Boat car 600 is receiving
low-voltage equipment, which Standard 147 and two
Twin sets also have fitted. All three illuminated cars in
the running fleet have also been modified as they will
need to activate the new signals in order to turn at Little
Bispham when operating illumination tours.
Although the signals have only just been brought into
use, the ban on non-transponder fitted cars past Bispham had supposedly been introduced from the start
of the year. However, a few trams had dodged the ban;
we are aware of cars 602, 632 & 706 and would welcome any more information on this subject if readers are
aware of any other such movements. 632 was the last
car without low-voltage wiring to run to Little Bispham on

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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▲ Balloon 706 is seen entering Little Bispham loop just days
before the new transponder operated crossing came into
operation. Unless this car receives a low voltage system
& transponders, it is unlikely that this scene will ever be repeated again. Dan Hitchens

Sunday 27th June. AW
◄ Manchester ‘Combination’ car 765 is seen on Hopton
Road on the 5th August, shortly before embarking on it’s
first training/commissioning run, when it ran to Bispham and
back. Scott Moore
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More Blackpool comebacks on the cards!
The return to service of certain
stored tramcars in Blackpool is continuing, with promising signs that at
least two more cars are set to run
in 2010, despite being omitted from
the previously published list detailing
the running fleet for this year.

On Friday 6th August, Twin Set
671+681 was spotted on a test/
training run during the morning. The
light green & yellow Metro liveried
set were out again on both 10th &
11th August, again for crew training
purposes. As the duo have not been
fitted with transponders they were
restricted to the Pleasure Beach to
Bispham section on these occasions,
but it is hoped that transponder
equipment will be fitted so that they
can operate along the whole tramway, as the availability of an extra
high-capacity car for timetabled

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

service would be extremely useful
right now. The current tram allocation means that, in theory, all available Balloon, Millennium, Jubilee &
Twin cars are supposed to run daily
- unsurprisingly this hasn't happened,
and Centenary cars running with
two conductors on board have become a daily sight in recent weeks.

Going back to 671+681 for a moment; the pair last carried passengers way back in 2007, and duly
became the first refurbished Twin set
to be mothballed. It is still expected
that this set and 673+683 will be put
back into service for the latter part
of the season although when this will
happen is not yet clear. The other
Metro liveried Twin car, 674+684, has
not been mentioned and is thought
to be stored in an unserviceable
condition although this has never

Latest News
actually been confirmed.
More good news concerns Balloon
715 which finally entered the works
for some remedial attention on August 11th. The tram will then receive
a fresh coat of green & cream paint
in the 1970s style also carried by
sister cars 702 (now on static display
at Manchester) and 708 (stored at
Rigby Road). Readers will recall that
the Lancastrian Transport Trust, who
now own 715, have funded this work
by selling shares of ownership in this
tram to enthusiasts, a scheme which
proved very popular. We can now
look forward to seeing this popular
tram back in action during this year's
illuminations, when it is likely to run
most weekends as a welcome extra
double-deck car during the tramway's busiest time of year. AW
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◄▼ & ▲ Various views of four of the nontransponder fitted tramcars that have been
returned to use on the tramway - Twin Sets 1
& 3 and Balloons 715 & 726. Scott Moore/Tony
Waddington
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A
busy weekend the
in depot
Manchester!
The ever-popular Festival of
approach track.
Model Trams for 2010 was
held at the Greater Manchester Museum of Transport
on the weekend of 24th &
25th July, and as usual attracted a good crowd of visitors. Many of these people
also chose to spend some
time at Heaton Park - no
doubt encouraged by a free
vintage bus service linking
the two sites. It was therefore
a very successful weekend
for all parties, with the Saturday being particularly busy.
A two-car service was in
operation at the park on
both days, with visiting trams
Beamish 196 and Blackpool
619 in action, and Blackpool
Railgrinder 752 parked on

The weather was kind and
so 619 proved to be especially popular. The trams
were timed to arrive at the
Middleton Road terminus at
roughly the same time as the
aforementioned buses, providing a useful transport link
which helped to maximise
custom on the trams. Both
passenger cars then passed
opposite the tram depot,
and despite a few minor timing issues on Sunday morning, this service generally
seemed to work very well.
An early evening service
also ran on Saturday 24th
with trams remaining in service until 7:00pm; the service
also started at the earlier
than usual time of 10:00am

on both of the event days.
Meanwhile, the model show
attracted a good range of
sales stands, static model
displays and working layouts
to keep visitors interested.
The event also provided
a good excuse to visit the
wonderful Manchester 173,
another preserved local
tram which is on display
there pending eventual
transfer to Heaton Park for
operation there once its
reconstruction is completed.
This tram is pictured, with
some of the models on show
also visible in the foreground.
AW

Metrolink
tram to the
crash
onto ‘Coronation
Street’?
It has been widely reported
incident will be blamed
the show to ensure that the
that an upcoming storyline
on the popular ITV soap
opera Coronation Street is to
feature one of Manchester
Metrolink's trams crashing
onto the famous cobbled
street, as part of a major
storyline to mark the programme's 50th anniversary
in December this year.

▲▲ During the summer Heaton Park has played host to two visiting
tramcars - Beamish 196 (From, well, Beamish!) and Blackpool Vanguard
619, from - yes, you guessed it - Blackpool. Both of these trams are seen
here, operating on the tramway. Tony Waddington
▲ It was also possible to see Manchester 173 on display over the summer, as usual, and it is seen here during the Festival of Model trams. TW
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The apparent storyline is
that a tram will fall onto the
street when a nearby viaduct collapses, resulting in
the deaths of a number of
much-loved characters in
the show. We believe that
8

on the viaduct itself, rather
than the tram, although the
storyline is still likely to prove
controversial.

Back in 2005 a similar story
was mooted, but the then
Metrolink operators refused
to co-operate with Granada
television at the time as they
felt that the plot 'would be
both misleading and detrimental to the image of the
network', especially considering their excellent safety
record. However, this time
Stagecoach are working
closely with the producers of

incident is portrayed in an
appropriate manner.

This of course will not be the
first time that trams have
featured heavily in a Coronation Street storyline - most
famously in 1989, the villainous character Alan Bradley
was killed after running into
the path of Balloon 710 at
Blackpool. Only last year,
Manchester 765 also made
a brief cameo on the show
when two of the characters
took part in a 'fun run' event,
which was filmed at Heaton
Park. AW/JG
Issue 18 — Summer 2010

Blackpool ‘Boat’ 607 set to run at Crich
The Tramway Museum Society have
confirmed that they intend to operate Blackpool Boat car 607 at the
Crich Tramway Village, following a
major overhaul.

607 is no stranger to the Derbyshire
countryside having visited Crich
back in 1985, when several TMS cars
were running in Blackpool for the
tramway centenary. Earlier this year,
it was announced that the tram had
been acquired for permanent preservation at Crich. However, some
people were concerned that 607
may not run again there, following
the decision to display recently pre-

served Blackpool Balloon 249 (latterly 712) as a static exhibit. Thankfully the same fate will not befall
607, which looks certain to become
one of the most popular trams in the
national collection.
Having not run since summer 2004,
car 607 has spent the past five years
stored in Rigby Road depot but
remains largely intact. It is intended
that it will receive a major overhaul,
including a complete re-wire, for
the first time in its life prior to running
at Crich, and an appeal has now
been launched to fund its restoration. This is being run as a joint effort

Latest News
between the Tramcar Sponsorship
Organisation and the Fylde Tramway
Society, who are also teaming up
with the TMS to arrange some tram
tours in Blackpool this autumn, which
will raise money for this project. Of
course the work carried out on 607
should be an authentic restoration, which will hopefully satisfy the
enthusiasts who have criticised the
modernisations which sister Boat car
600 has recently received. Tramways
Monthly wishes all parties well with
this scheme, and we are hoping that
it won’t be too long before we see
this popular open Boat tram delighting visitors at Crich! AW

TMS launch Crich depot fund

The Tramway Museum Society
have launched an appeal to
fund the construction of a new
depot building at the Crich
Tramway Village in Derbyshire.
The building is expected to
cost approximately £70,000
and would create secure storage space for six trams. This is
needed urgently as the Society
has agreed to acquire several
additional Blackpool cars for
its museum collection, and the
present depots are already full
to capacity.

Although the final decisions
have not been made as yet,
the new shed is likely to be
built close to the Cabin Crossing area, where the tramway
switches from double track to a
single line as it passes the nearby

▲ Boat 607 is seen at Crich when it came on
loan in 1985. Richard Lomas
▼ Twin Set 2 is one of several cars coming to
Crich for which new depot accommodation is
required. It is seen here in Rigby Road depot.
AW

quarry and extends through a
wood. It is not known whether
the Blackpool cars would be
exclusively housed within it, or if
trams that are already at Crich
may be moved there.
The project has come about
after Blackpool Transport kindly
agreed to donate six of their
unwanted trams to the TMS over
the next few years. Balloon 249
(latterly 712) is already at Crich
on static display, and is due to
be followed by Boat 607, Brush
car 630, Centenary car 648, Twin
Set 672+682 & Jubilee 762. If the
appeal is a success then it is
hoped to erect the new building
towards the end of 2011 so that
it will be ready for the arrival of
the trams. AW
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The Story

Pictorial

of

Sunderland 101...

By Jack Gordon & Andrew Waddington

Long before it was selected for preservation, it was clear to many people that 703 was no
ordinary Blackpool Balloon car. The tram has long been a firm favourite with many enthusiasts and has carried some of the most popular past fleet liveries of all time in recent years
- namely wartime livery from 1995 (prior to 700's heritage overhaul), and then 1980s style
from 1999 until just recently. Its last major workshop attention came as part of a programme
of Balloon car overhauls in the late '60s and early '70s; however unlike other trams treated
at this time, 703 has remained virtually unchanged since then, retaining such traditional features as curved roof windows, half-drop saloon windows, interior woodwork and swing-over
seats on both decks. Add to this the stories of ghostly sightings on the tram's top deck, and
we begin to see why 703 is so popular!
Car 703 was supposed to be mothballed at the end of the 2004 season, but a change of
plan saw the car shoved back into service again the following year, and it carried on in
regular use until June 2009. Its traditional appearance made it an ideal choice for the Lancastrian Transport Trust's growing collection of trams at the end of last year, making it the first
Balloon to be officially preserved - although of course many others have followed since.
Earlier this year, an imaginative idea was announced which would see the LTT loan 703 to
Beamish Museum for a period of no less than five years, for it to operate there as a useful high capacity car suitable for use in all weathers. Most exciting of all was the news that
it would be painted in Sunderland Corporation red & cream livery, to give it local signifi▲ Balloon 703 is seen at Fleetwood Ferry on a Harrowside working on
cance. Sunderland had a number of four-wheel double-deck streamliners similar to the
what was to become it’s final day in service - 24th June 2010. Chris Rowe
Blackpool Balloons, as well as two other bogie streamliners - car 99, and car 100 which was
▼
703 through the years! A look at 703’s livery variations since first gainin fact an ex-London Feltham car, and is now restored at Crich in its original livery. It was deing
the popular 1980s Green & Cream in 2004. All Alan Robson except
cided to give 703 the new identity of 'Sunderland 101', continuing the numerical sequence
2nd from right, Tony Waddington
of the two other large streamlined cars that ran in Sunderland. With financial assistance
from a local bus operator, 703 was superbly repainted in Blackpool Transport's own Paint Shop, and was then allowed one final outing at Blackpool before leaving
its home of 76 years. So, it's goodbye from 703, and hello to 101!!!

Pictorial

▲◄ The story of Sunderland 101 starts way back in June 2009, when
the tram was withdrawn from service. It is seen here on it’s final day at
Fleetwood Ferry - a never to be repeated scene! The tram was sold into
preservation with the Lancastrian Transport Trust in October of the same
year, which was when the plan was hatched to create a Sunderland
Balloon! Chris Rowe
▲ It took several months to paint 703 into Sunderland livery, but it was
very much worth the effort - this is the (Almost!) finished Sunderland
101, sitting in the depot at Rigby Road on the 15th May, after being
outshopped from the paint shop. The Sunderland livery suits the lines of
the Balloon class wonderfully, and a fleet of these wouldn’t look out of
place on the prom! It is also worth noting that two other LTT cars can be
seen in this view - the tower of Boat 605 and the front of Twin Set 6. Scott
Moore
◄ May 29th saw Sunderland 101 shunting around the Rigby Road depot
to allow access for other tramcars during a routine shunt. For a time it
was stabled outside the Fitting Shop on Blundell Street, affording this
broad-side view of the livery. It is expected that advertisements for it’s
sponsors will be fitted between the decks once it arrives at Beamish, in
addition to Sunderland Corporation crests and other such paraphernalia. Scott Moore
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Pictorial

▲◄ See what we mean when we say a fleet of these would be right at home?!
With the iconic Blackpool Tower as the backdrop, Sunderland 101 is seen once
again outside the Fitting Shop on the 29th May, apparently preparing to start on a
working to Cleveleys! Scott Moore

▲ One thing that does let the Sunderland livery down, though, are the door handrails that have been painted a bright green colour that doesn’t half stand out! It is
hoped that these can be painted in more complementary colours one the car is
operational at Beamish, and indeed the Beamish blog has said that this is an intention. Scott Moore

◄ And it’s not just a show Balloon! Yes, this beauty operates still as well - something
it will do regularly when in service at Beamish with passengers on board. Sadly it
was not possible to allow passengers on the car’s farewell tour in Blackpool, however it was still allowed to make an out-of-service Depot-Bispham-Pleasure BeachDepot run in lieu of a farewell, which can be seen below! Scott Moore
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Pictorial

▲ As part of it’s shunt on the 29th May, the car also saw a period of
time on Hopton Road, in front of Standard 147 and Open-top Balloon
706. This car looks right at home alongside two other cars, and would
surely be a welcome addition to the Blackpool ‘heritage’ fleet? Scott
Moore

▲► The classic ‘Rigby Road depot’ shot - but slightly different! Whilst the
car is still clearly recognisable a Blackpool Balloon, there is something
pretty awesome about it’s new colours - testimony to the Blackpool
Transport paint shop! Scott Moore

► Here’s something you didn’t expect! Sunderland 101 and Manchester 765! The two cars were sat together in the depot at Rigby Road for
some time - 765 of course is visiting the tramway for the 125th Anniversary celebrations this month. Also of note is that 101 has now received
it’s iconic ‘Shop at Binns’ adverts on the front end - did any trams run in
Sunderland without these?! We think it might actually have been part of
the livery! Alex Gray/MTMS
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Pictorial

► June 7th, 2010 was ‘farewell day’ for 101, when it operated a not-inservice trip along the tramway for the benefit of photographers. After
leaving depot the tram headed north towards Bispham, and is seen at
it’s first photographic stop at North Pier from the top of an open-top bus,
laid on specially for photographers by the car’s owners, the LTT. Scott
Moore

▼ What? TWO Sunderland trams?! Since when did Sunderland operate
Centenary cars? Alas, no - Sunderland hasn’t bitten the tramway bug
and we are still at North Pier in Blackpool - Sunderland 101 is passing
Centenary 645 that has received Sunderland-esque ‘v’s to it’s front end
after a previous advertising contract expired. Perhaps Blackpool should
be adopting red and cream for it’s new livery, though... Scott Moore

▼► Continuing on it’s journey along the Blackpool prom, 101’s next
photographic stop was on the North Promenade, near to Gynn Square.
The sheer size of the Balloon tram can be fully appreciated in this shot,
which could actually be taken in pretty much any UK town! Scott Moore

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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► Sadly, due to the new transponder-operated crossing at Little Bispham, Bispham was the furthest north that the car was able to operate
on it’s farewell run. Here it is seen running along the centre track at the
stop, to allow it to reverse and head back south to the Pleasure Beach.
Scott Moore

▼ And here it is reversing! The next port of call was set to be the Pleasure Beach, and the car made a speedy run along the prom being
chased by lots of photographers crowded onto an open-top bus! Scott
Moore

▼► Pleasure Beach afforded another photographic stop and the
chance to get some of the ‘typical’ Blackpool views. Here is one of
those, with the tram sat on the outer loop at pleasure Beach in front of
the Sandcastle Water Park. The last time the tram was sat here it would
have no doubt been operating on service to Cleveleys or Fleetwood
Ferry. Scott Moore

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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▲◄ Here’s another of those typical Blackpool views we mentioned!
Still on the outer loop, the Pleasure Beach Casino building can just be
made out in the background. ‘Not in Service’ could actually be a fairly
accurate destination for trams at this location, due to the loop’s use for
crew breaks, however sadly this car isn’t on service nor a break. Scott
Moore

▲ Soon the car was back at the depot, ready to be dispatched to
Beamish later on in the year. All in all the run was very successful, and
an appropriate way to send off a popular and much-loved Blackpool
tram. Scott Moore

◄ And to finish off with, a view of the vehicles of the day - Sunderland
101 alongside the open-top bus that carried photographers after the
tram to allow photographs to be taken of it’s final day. Farewell, old
friend! Scott Moore

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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This year’s annual Enthusiasts’ Tram Event at Crich Tramway Village took place on the 30th May, and was very much a return to the ‘good old days’, with every
operational car in service, works vehicles running on the mainline, ‘demics’ on display in the depot yard and even a workshop project on test - sort of!
The event took on a re-vamped style for 2010, with it very much being a combination of the old ‘Tramathon’ and ‘Enthusiasts’ Day’ events, unlike last year’s which
was more focussed only at the enthusiast side of things - though probably due to the fact of the similarly-orientated Crich50 events that were taking place!
Highlights of the day included photo opportunity of a wide variety of passenger cars at Wakebridge - with the passenger service unusually starting from there - a
line-up on the depot fan of cars that have been or will be sponsored by the Tramcar Sponsorship Organisation, another line-up of the Museum’s operational works
cars, and a cavalcade of works cars along the village street; a full list of tramcars that put in an appearance at the event can be seen elsewhere within this pictorial!
A big thanks should be given to all of the traffic and workshop crews who were involved in making the day happen, and whom without nothing would have happened at all! Thanks must also go to the event’s organisers - I won’t mention names as they won’t thank me, but it was a very good event all round (In my opinion,
at least!) and I also just want to personally thank them for putting up with me once again!
▲ The culmination of the day’s events was a line-up of operational works cars on the depot fan. From left to right, Leeds Tower Wagon 2, GMJ, Tramlink KLV 058, Sheffield
330, Blackpool 717 and Cardiff 131. Tony Waddington
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▲ Unlike the rest of the service trams, Leeds 180 began it’s day parked
on the depot fan, awaiting the company of other tramcars to create
the first of the day’s line-up. The recent modifications to the car to return
it to a more authentic state can be seen here. Jason Cross

▲► Another of the cars participating in the first line-up was Blackpool
‘Pantograph’ 167, which was nearing the end of it’s comprehensive
overhaul at the time. Whilst the car has received a full repaint, it was still
awaiting numerals and crests during Enthusiasts’. The tram is seen here
moving under it’s own power on the depot fan, passing one of Mike
Sutcliffe’s vintage buses. Jason Cross

► And here is that first line-up! A selection of cars that have been supported or will be supported by the Tramcar Sponsorship Organisation
in recent times - from left to right; Sheffield 510 (overhaul, commencing
2010), Leeds 345 (restoration, completed 2006), Cardiff 131 (restoration,
completed 2009), Blackpool 167 (overhaul, incumbent) and Leeds 180
(overhaul, completed 2009). Gareth Prior
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▲◄ Several ‘demic’ tramcars were also shunted about during the day in order to create space in the running sheds for Blackpool 167 following completion of it’s overhaul.
One of the first cars to be shunted on the day was Paisley 68, which was moved from the
back of road 10 (Where, incidentally, it was put by your writer last year!) to the middle of
track 12, in front of fellow Scottish car Edinburgh 35. Tony Waddington

▲ Another tram that was moved was Glasgow 1282, which moved from track 12 to
track 9 via track 1 (the workshop wash bay) for a good clean! The latter part of this shunt
took place at around the same time as Paisley 68 was being moved, affording this impromptu Blackpool & Scotland lineup! ‘Rack 2’ is on the right, with Glasgow 1282 in the
middle and Paisley 68 on the right. Tony Waddington

◄ Yet more shunting! London County Council Tramways 106 was another tram to be
moved, though this one for more happier purposes! It first of all made a move from track
12 to track 1 for a wash, before moving over to track 2 in the workshop late in the day in
order for it’s commissioning to be started ahead of a return to use. Tony Waddington
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▲◄ Undoubtedly the highlight of the day for many
people was the return to service of Leeds Tower
Wagon 2 - affectionately known as ‘Double-cab’!
The tram is seen heading south on one of several
demonstration workings throughout the day. Jason
Cross
▲ Unfortunately the tram was restricted to operating only between Town End and the Depot
Crossover for the event, though this didn’t detract
from the novelty of seeing this car running again!
The tram prepares to return to Town End as Rack 2
passes. Tony Waddington
◄ & ► Two final views of the tramcar parked at Stephenson Place, awaiting the all-clear to proceed
to Town End and turn before setting off northbound.
The tram behind TW2 is unique centre-entrance
Metropolitan Electric Tramways Feltham no. 331.
Both: Tony Waddington
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► But the day wasn’t just about works cars! The passenger cars were
out in force as well, often operating in groups of two or more and providing extremely long tram jams in the tramway street! Here Johannesburg 60, Glasgow 22 and London Transport 1622 wait patiently outside
Stephenson Place and Rita’s Tearooms, prior to pulling forward to the
Town End terminus. Tony Waddington

▼► Another of the day’s highlights was a cavalcade of the operational
works cars from Cliffside down to Town End. Cardiff 131 and Sheffield
330 headed up the procession behind Leeds TW2 and are seen here
turning at Cliffside. Jason Cross

▼ Minutes later and the trams have turned and are processing slowly
down the village street. There is little (if anything!) in this scene to date it
to 2010, as Cardiff 131 heads southbound in the hands of a very smartlyclad driver. Tony Waddington
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▲ The biggest unplanned event of the day, though, was arguably the
misadventures of Blackpool ‘Toastrack’ 166! A false start at getting the
tram into Depot V saw it left on road 11 for a period of time next to fellow Blackpool car Standard 49, creating this impromptu photographical
opportunity whilst the workshop team had a cup of tea! Tony Waddington

▲► A little earlier on and it had also been Blackpool 166’s turn to be
shunted, seen here entering the depot gates at the trusty hands of fellow Blackpool stablemate locomotive 717. Tony Waddington

► If this doesn’t show the development of the works car then we’re
not quite sure what will! Three of the six works cars that operated during
the day are seen leaving the depot ahead of the cavalcade, with the
oldest (And smallest!) car, diesel locomotive GMJ, being located in the
centre, electric loco 717 in the foreground and the first British second
generation preservation, Tramlink KLV 058, in the background. Tony
Waddington
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◄ Finally, as part of the fun and games with Toastrack 166, Prague 180
also came out to play for a bit, being moved from Depot VI to Depot
V to create a space for 166. The tram is seen moving along the railed
traverser platform - something that the tram has appeared on for the
last three enthusiasts’ events incidentally! Tony Waddington
▲ Whilst not part of the Enthusiasts’ day events, we cannot ignore two
other special trams that did make an appearance during the Enthusiasts’ day, but were in fact intended for the 150 Not Out! celebration
event on the following day. After operating in the morning, Chesterfield
7 was withdrawn in the afternoon in order to receive these adornments
celebrating British trams. It is seen at Stephenson Place on the 31st May..
Gareth Prior
◄ Also out making a rare appearance was the operational horse car,
Sheffield 15. This tram made an additional appearance for the celebratory event, being shunted around the workshop area during Enthusiasts’
day to make room for other tramcars. The following day, it worked several trips between Town End and the Depot cross-over throughout the
day, with appropriate motive power. Gareth Prior
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Free Range Trams - Part One

Regular Feature

Rotterdam

The first of an occasional look at
photographs taken over the last 30 years
by Peter Free when travelling around
Europe.
This month’s page visits Rotterdam in 1983, and we look back at the 1931 series 401 cars, which were nearing their end in regular service, and in 1987, return to see
the 1968 Düwag articulated trams.

No. 523 was supplied by Werkspoor of Amsterdam in 1931 as one of a batch of 100 motor
cars numbered 471-570, in the 401-570 series, which was the largest fleet of tramcars used by
Rotterdam tram operator RET over a period of 35 years from the early 1930s. The tram was
very popular with passengers, as at its introduction, it was one of the most modern designs in
Europe. Indeed, with their 12m length, bogie mounted body and high passenger capacity, at
some times, they operated almost the whole Rotterdam service. They were also flexible for the
operators, being capable of hauling a trailer, but, being bidirectional, they were also a type
which could be used on lines with a terminus.
The design was well known for its large centre platform for rapid passenger access and it also
had doors at the body ends for the drivers. Other innovations included the steel bodyshell
structure, predecessors being wooden, and four 34 hp motors per car. There were few modifications to this fleet over the years, but rail brakes were later added.
Most of the 471-570 series were taken out of service around the end of the 1960s (No. 523 in
1971) but a small number continued until 1983 and a few still survive in the Netherlands. By
1983, No. 525 was at the Amsterdam Electric Tram Museum, whilst No. 523 is seen in this photograph at Rotterdam Central Station, operating a
special “Stadsrondrit” (city tour) service for VVV,
the Rotterdam Tourist Board, on 29 August 1983.
In the late 1960s, RET had a need for more trams, and in 1968-69, following the success of the previous series, a further
35 articulated trams were supplied by Düwag of Düsseldorf, numbered 601-635. Although similar to the previous type,
they were designed for one-man operation, and had an additional door in the rear section.
Around the mid-1980s 24 trams of this series were extended to form a double-articulated unit, with the centre sections
taken from trams of the series 301-324 and 351-386. The number series of these modified trams then changed with the
addition of an initial 1, from 1601 to 1635, to give the version seen in our photograph.
These trams were known to be very reliable with low maintenance costs and the last trams of the 1601 series remained
in service until March 2004. In May 2005, some were exported to Braila in Romania where they still operate. However,
No. 1602, the subject of this photograph taken in Rotterdam on 4 May 1987, has remained closer to home, and is currently used within the industrial training facility “Ricas” in Zoetermeer, Netherlands, run by the security company G4S.
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Town End Track Replacement

▲ We resume our feature of photographs on the Town End track
replacement project on the 12th January 2010, in the middle of the
heavy snow fall that hit the country. Above is a general view of Town
End, showing the Derby Assembly Rooms and just how deep the snow is!
Richard Lomas

►▲ During this period of heavy snow it was impossible to do any work
on the Town End cross-over and track work, and the full depth of the
snowfall can be seen in this view - it’s almost up to the rail height! This
was also taken on the 12th January. Richard Lomas

► Two weeks later and the snow had cleared and work had resumed!
This photograph shows the track being infilled, prior to the application of a tarmac top surface. The work was, in the main, carried out by
employees of Balfour Beatty, with some support from the Museum’s own
Outside Works department. Richard Lomas
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◄◄ The trackwork also involved removing part of the bank to the side of
the Town End terminus and behind the
‘TARDIS’ police box. Preliminary clearance works had just started when this
photograph was taken on the 26th January. Richard Lomas
◄ And by the 9th February, this was the
view! The bank has been completely dug
out, and a considerable gap has been created behind the police box, creating much
better pedestrian access, easing congestion
during special events. Richard Lomas
▼◄ By February 23rd much of the landscaping was completed, with tarmac placed over
the area that was formerly part of the bank, in
addition to some landscaping work to smoothen out the new edge of the bank. Work has also started on concreting
to the top of the railhead. Richard Lomas
▼ And what a difference a month makes! March 30th saw the majority
of the landscaping and engineering works completed, with just a few
minor clear-up tasks left to be completed. Richard Lomas
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▲◄ This view, taken on March 30th from the other side of the works area looking South from
Stephenson Place, shows the full extent of the trackwork at the other end. The new tarmac top
layer is now in place, contrasting with the more traditional setts and the older tarmac in the foreground. Many hope that the new area can be cobbled over before too long. Richard Lomas

▲ By May 4th the trackwork was complete and tested, and passenger services were once more
running all the way to the Town End terminus. Here we see Liverpool tram no. 869 arriving at the
terminus, as member’s of the Museum’s Outside Works team load up the fencing that was used
to fence off the worksite into the tramway’s pickup truck. Richard Lomas

◄ To finish, we once again see Liverpool 869 on the 4th May from the other side of the terminus,
showing the full extent of the work that has been done to improve access to the area, as well
as the benches provided for tram crews in between duties. All in all, the trackwork has not only
renewed a significant part of the tramway’s infrastructure, but it has also improved access to the
terminus by removing a number of bottlenecks that were previously in place, thus greatly improving the safety of visitors - particularly during extremely busy special events. Richard Lomas
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16th September 2010
Beamish Museum

Beamish Agricultural
Show: Enjoy a traditional
agricultural show and
experience all things
rural. With demonstrations
of ploughing, country
crafts and agricultural
machinery alongside displays of ‘fur and feather’,
livestock and industry
classes.

17th September 2010
Seaton Tramway
70s Evening

Beamish Museum

Beamish Agricultural
Show: Enjoy a traditional
agricultural show and
experience all things
rural. With demonstrations
of ploughing, country
crafts and agricultural
machinery alongside displays of ‘fur and feather’,
livestock and industry
classes.

18th September 2010
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: With
Ian Waite. 1700 departure from Seaton Terminus, durations approximately 2 hours. A chance
to view estuary birds
from a tram. Limited to
20 spaces, so advanced
booking essential. Also
Summer Wet and Wild
Events at Seaton Marshes
and Black Hole Marsh
with the Axe Estuary Wetland Project.

Beamish Museum

Beamish Agricultural
Show: Enjoy a traditional
agricultural show and

experience all things
rural. With demonstrations
of ploughing, country
crafts and agricultural
machinery alongside displays of ‘fur and feather’,
livestock and industry
classes.

19th September 2010
Crich Tramway Village
Classic Ford Day: A celebration of Classic Fords
with special rates for prebooked vehicles, trade
stalls, street parades and
lots more.

Beamish Museum

Beamish Agricultural
Show: Enjoy a traditional
agricultural show and
experience all things
rural. With demonstrations
of ploughing, country
crafts and agricultural
machinery alongside displays of ‘fur and feather’,
livestock and industry
classes.

23rd September 2010
Blackpool Tramway
LTT Tour: OMO 8, Brush
632 & Coronation 304:
Providing 8’s restoration
is completed it will make
its debut in preservation
on a timetabled tour
organised by the LTT and
leaving Depot at 1030.
Further details and how
to book here.

Blackpool Tramway

Welcome Evening: At
Uncle Tom’s Cabin at
1930. Including a Hot Pot
Supper, a fun tramway
quiz and a background
to the week’s events.
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24th September 2010
Blackpool Tramway

LTT Tour: Marton 31, Sheffield 513 & Balloon 715:
Provided 31 has arrived
and been commissioned in time this tour will
depart Depot at 1030.
Further details and how
to book here.

25th September 2010
Blackpool Tramway
Timetabled Vintage service from Pleasure Beach
to Bispham: Using Blackpool trams. Normal fares
and Travelcards valid.

Blackpool Tramway

FTS Tour: Rack 2, Marton 31 & Standard 147:
Departing depot at 1630
with several return trips
and photo opportunities
provided as they travel
along the Promenade
and cliffs. Tickets cost £10
for adults and £5 for children in advance. Further
information on the FTS
Website.

Seaton Tramway

Colyford Goose Fair:
Trams to Colyford at
regular intervals.

26th September 2010
Blackpool Tramway
Depot Open Day: 10301600. Blackpool Trams
on display guided tram
works tours; up to 25
vintage buses on display;
trade stalls; models
and entertainment. £2
admission (including programme*) - guided works
tours £1 extra - tickets
sold on the day only.

Blackpool Tramway

Timetabled Vintage
service from Pleasure
Beach to Bispham: Using
trams from other systems.
Normal fares and Travelcards valid.

Blackpool Tramway

LTT Tour: Marton Box 31 &
Coronation 304: Evening
tour. Further details and
how to book here.

27th September 2010
Blackpool Tramway

FTS Tour: Rack 2, OMO 8 &
Box 40: Departing Depot
at 1030 a tour will be operated before a special
timetabled service operates in the afternoon.
Tickets in advance are
£10 for adults and £5 for
children. Further information on the FTS Website.

28th September 2010
Blackpool Tramway
FTS Tour: Stockport 5, Liverpool 762 & Manchester
765: Departing Depot at
1030 a tour will be operated before a special
timetabled service operates in the afternoon.
Tickets in advance are
£10 for adults and £5 for
children. Further information on the FTS Website.

Blackpool Tramway

Greater Manchester Tour
of Illuminations: Organised by Manchester
Transport Museum Society, Stockport 5 Trust and
Bolton 66 Trust this will
feature Manchester 765,
Stockport 5 and Bolton 66
running a couple of trips
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between Pleasure Beach
and Bispham. Details and
how to book on MTMS
website.

from a tram. Limited to
20 spaces, so advanced
booking essential.

29th September 2010
Blackpool Tramway

23rd October 2010
Seaton Tramway

Tram Parade: Starting at
Pleasure Beach this will
show the evolution of
the Blackpool tramcar.
Tickets are expected to
be on sale during events
week.

Blackpool Tramway

Anniversary Dinner at
Chequers Plaza Hotel:
1900 for 1930. Contact
Jean at Blackpool Transport for more details.

3rd October 2010
Birkenhead Tramway
Wirral Bus and Tram
Show: The annual Bus &
Tram Show features stalls,
buses on display and on
shuttle services and the
majority of the tram fleet
in action during the day.

Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: With
Donald Campbell. 0900
departure from Seaton
Terminus, durations approximately 2 hours. A
chance to view estuary birds from a tram.
Limited to 20 spaces, so
advanced booking essential.

17th October 2010
Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: With
Don Cotton. 0900 departure from Seaton Terminus, durations approximately 2 hours. A chance
to view estuary birds

Exhibition: Taking place
in the Pacific Road Arts
and Exhibition Centre a
heritage tram service will
be operating throughout
the day.

Junior Bird Watching Trip:
With James Chubb. 0900
departure from Seaton
Terminus, durations approximately 2 hours. A
chance to view estuary birds from a tram.
Limited to 20 spaces, so
advanced booking essential.

30th October 2010
Beamish Museum

Halloween: Beware of
the ghosts and ghouls in
the award-winning Town!
Enjoy all the atmosphere
of Halloween in this wonderful setting and sample
the Halloween fare on
offer in the Dainty Dinah
Tea Room.

24th October 2010
Crich Tramway Village

Birkenhead Tramway
Merseyside Model
Railway Society Annual
Exhibition: Taking place
in the Pacific Road Arts
and Exhibition Centre a
heritage tram service will
be operating throughout
the day.

Red Oktober: A celebration of Eastern Bloc vehicles including Trabants,
Wartburgs, Skodas and
Tatras.

24th October 2010
Crich Tramway Village

Crich Tramway Village

Red Oktober: A celebration of Eastern Bloc vehicles including Trabants,
Wartburgs, Skodas and
Tatras.

Starlight Halloween: A
Halloween spectacular with illuminations,
witches, ghosts and trams
in the dark. Spooky!

29th October 2010
Beamish Museum

Halloween: Beware of
the ghosts and ghouls in
the award-winning Town!
Enjoy all the atmosphere
of Halloween in this wonderful setting and sample
the Halloween fare on
offer in the Dainty Dinah
Tea Room.

Birkenhead Tramway
Merseyside Model
Railway Society Annual

Seaton Tramway

Ride the Halloween Tram
of Terror... If You Dare!:
From Seaton to Colyford
and back with lots of
thrills and spills along the
way. Halloween surprises
for all Children in Fancy
Dress, horrible Halloween games at Colyton,
Revolting refreshments at
Tramstop Restaurant, entertainment. Advanced
booking essential.
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All Change!
There’s just time to bring you one final page of tramway related miscellany, as the
pole is swung and the seats are turned, before we bid farewell to our passengers until
next time!

blackpool pleasure beach - spot the difference...
Following the sale of unrefurbished Balloon car no. 721, in an all-over advert for the Pleasure Beach, refurbished Balloon car no. 719 entered the body shop and
paint shop over the summer to receive a new all-over advert for the resort - despite 721 only receiving it’s last year! As part of the work undertaken on 719, it finally
lost it’s Illuminated side advert boards dating way back to when it was outshopped as the Wall’s Ice Cream tram in 1996, and previously ‘advertising’ the Donna’s
Dream House charity in the resort. Following the removal of these, the tram very similar to the rest of the Balloon fleet - the main difference being a few decorative
mouldings still present around the cabs! The tram was then painted in an all-over black base livery, before receiving this new advert for the Pleasure Beach resort.
This new advertising livery is very similar to the old one, however lessons do seem to be learnt as the advert no longer looks like something created using WordArt!
The advert is also actually two different ones - one side (that shown in the photograph below) advertises the Pleasure Beach in general, with images of the fireworks
display and Pepsi Max Big One, whilst the other side has an advertisement for the ‘Hot Ice’ show that was performing at the resort over the summer after a hiatus.
Indeed - this show is also still advertised on another tram - long mothballed Brush car no. 621! Photographs: Scott Moore
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Next Time...

From Scotland to Sussex...
...the Journey of Graz 225
Tommy Gallagher

After over twenty years in Scotland, Graz tram 225 has left Summerlee Museum for a new home in Brighton, following around five year’s
out of use. The tram was donated to the Brighton 53 Tram Group
earlier this year, and made the several hundred mile long journey at
the start of July. Our exclusive feature takes a look at the tram’s epic
road journey - courtesy of, as ever, Scott’s Heavy Haulage - as well
as a glance back at the tram’s operational days, and a look forward
to what the future holds for this little purple four-wheeler...

The summer has been a busy time for a few of Britain’s horse
trams, thanks to a number of special events and charters that
have taken place. Sheffield 15 and Manchester L53 have seen
use at Crich Tramway Village’s ‘Edwardian Weekend’ and
Beamish Museum’s ‘Great North Steam Fair’ respectively, whilst
the latter car and Chesterfield 8 - also at Crich - were also involved in photo shoots at their respective tramways - L53 appearing alongside other modes of vintage transport at Beamish
and 8 appearing alongside fellow horse car 15 and fellow Chesterfield car no. 7 outside Stephenson Place at Crich. We’ve got
an exclusive pictorial of each next time!

Ralf Edge

Horse Trams in the News

Only in ‘Tra mways Monthly’ Issue 19 - Out Soon!
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